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English 101
Lecture (4)

LESSON B: Things in Common



Things in Common

Lesson’s Objective:

1) Give responses with Too and either 

2 ) What is the meaning of: things in common? 

when two people or a group of people SHARE something 
similar with one another. For, example two people may 
both like eating chocolate or a group of people may be 
from the same country.

Lesson ( B ) 



The main vocabularies with you have to know in this lesson 

• Horse: a large animal with four legs which people ride on or use for carrying things or 
pulling vehicles. 

• Big: opposite of small / large in size or amount. 

• Scary: Causing fright / frightening. 

• Guess: To predict (a result or an event) without sufficient information. 

• Allergic: having a strong dislike of something. 

• Shopping: the activity of buying things from shops. 

• Afford: to be able to buy or do something because you have enough money or time. 

• Broke: without money. 



What do those people have in common?

•They are not horse lovers. 

•They are allergic to horses. 

What do these people have in common? 



What do those people have in common?

•They don’t watch much TV.

•They watch pro soccer. 



What do those people have in 

common?

•They can’t afford anything new.

•They are broke. 



Statements with am: 

Affirmative {I + am + too} 

Negative {I’m + not + either} 

Statements with verbs other than be: 
Affirmative {I + do + too} 

Negative {I + don’t + either} 

Statement with the verb can: 
Affirmative {I + am + too} 

Negative {I’m + not + either} 



A I can’t ride horses. 

B I can’t either. 

not

do



I am too.

I can’t either

I am not either

I don’t either

I can too



Cartoons 
Sports 
Game shows
Sitcoms
The news 
Soap operas 
Talk shows 
Documentaries

Jacket 
Sweater 
Jeans 
Pants 
Suit 
Tie 
Dress 
Shirt
Skirt 
Blouse
Coat

Fruit 
Banana
Pasta 
Salad 
Milk 
Cheese
Eggs
Fish 
Vegetables 

Go to the mall 
Stay up late 
Go swimming 
Go to a soccer game
Watch TV 



Exercise 2: 

Circle the word that doesn’t belong in each group :

1.   Apples           butter mangoes            strawberries 

2.   Book jacket          jeans                      sweater 

3.   Black             color green                           red    

4.   Baseball        basketball      reading volleyball 

5.   Brother        sister              mom              neighborhood

6.  Dessert juice                milk                        water 




